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Conductance eigenchannels in nanocontacts

Mads Brandbyge, Mads R. Sørensen, and Karsten W. Jacobsen
Center for Atomic-Scale Materials Physics (CAMP), Department of Physics,
Technical University of Denmark, DK 2800 Lyngby, Denmark
(Received 8 September 1997)

The electronic conductance of metal nanocontacts is analyzed in terms of eigenchannels for the transmission. The transmission through individual eigenchannels is calculated numerically for realistic models of gold point contacts based on molecular-dynamics simulation of the elongation of a contact. The conductance as a function of contact elongation exhibits a step structure. For the smallest contact areas of one or a few atom diameters, the conductance is typically quantized, and a specific number of almost open eigenchannels can be ascribed. For larger contact areas the scattering leads to partly open channels, but plateaus in the conductance can still be present. We also show that the finite stiffness of the experimental setup can significantly affect the step structure of the conductance curves. [S0163-1829(97)05047-9]

Electrical transport in structures with a size on the order of the Fermi wavelength ($\lambda_F$) has been studied intensely in the last decade. For these systems, the conductance is determined by the quantum-mechanical transmission. This was demonstrated clearly by the conductance quantization (CQ), which was first observed in fabricated semiconductor structures. More recently the tendency for CQ in nanocontacts of certain metals, especially the single s-valence metals Au, Na, Cu, and Ag, was established. In contrast to the former case, the atomic discreteness of the latter systems is of importance in two respects: (i) The contact narrows in “jumps” upon elongation due to atomic rearrangements. This gives rise to jumps in the conductance and tensile force. (ii) The potential confining the electrons inside the contact is corrugated on an atomic length scale which is close to $\lambda_F$. Thus the relevance of the adiabatic picture, with well-defined quantized transmission channels, is far from obvious.

We introduce and calculate numerically the general eigenchannel transmissions of realistic models of gold metal nanocontacts. The eigenchannels are defined such that an unambiguous transmission can be assigned to each individual eigenchannel. Thus the conductance is uniquely split into eigenchannel contributions. As an input into the calculations we use molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations of the elongation of nanocontacts.

Our results explicitly show a change in character of the steps in the conductance curves. For very small contact areas, plateaus in the conductance are essentially due to a certain number of open eigenchannels. For a single atom contact, for example, a single eigenchannel is seen to carry almost all the transport. For larger contact areas the picture changes: Due to scattering, partly open channels contribute to the conductance, and the plateaus must be associated with mechanical properties of the contact. The scattering is almost entirely determined by the one-electron potential at the narrowest point. Finally, we show that the observation of plateaus in the conductance curve for the larger contacts will depend significantly on the stiffness of the experimental setup.

The conductance can be calculated from the multichannel Landauer-Büttiker formula, 13

$$G = G_0 \text{Tr} [t^\dagger t].$$

Here $t_{ij}$ is the transmission amplitude 14 for an electron to start in the entrance electrode in asymptotic state $j$, and end up in the exit electrode in asymptotic state $i$. Only states at the Fermi energy are considered. The nature of these states can be completely general, and could also differ from entrance to exit electrodes (as in a heterostructure).

Here we will consider free-electron electrodes, so $j$ and $i$ correspond, e.g., to plane waves with wavelength $\lambda_F$ moving toward and from the contact, respectively. The trace in Eq. (1) can be performed in any unitary rotated basis consisting of linear combinations of incoming plane waves (or likewise for $\text{Tr} [t^\dagger]$ in the subspace of outgoing plane waves).

For an adiabatic potential, separate nonmixing conductance channels exist, 12 and each of these can be assigned a transmission probability $T_i$, of either 0 or 1. In this basis $t$ will be diagonal, and the conductance is split into contributions from individual channels,

$$G = G_0 \sum_i T_i ,$$

but in general adiabaticity does not hold, and $t$ will not be diagonal. In this case the eigenchannels introduced by Büttiker 15 in the context of resonant tunneling are useful. These are equal to the adiabatic channels in the special case of an adiabatic potential.

The eigenchannels appear from a unitary transformation of exit ($U_{\text{out}}$) and entrance ($U_{\text{in}}$) asymptotic states, so that $t$ becomes diagonal in our basis:

$$U_{\text{out}}^\dagger t U_{\text{in}} = \text{diag} \{ \sqrt{T_i} \} .$$

The unitary matrix $U_{\text{in}}$ can be determined by diagonalizing the Hermitian $t^\dagger t$. 
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Plane-wave Basis:

\[ e^{i \mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{r}} \]

\[
\sum_i t_{ij} e^{i \mathbf{k}_i \cdot \mathbf{r}}
\]

Eigenchannel Basis:

\[
(U_{in})_i \quad \Rightarrow \quad t_i (U_{out})_i
\]

FIG. 1. Transmission eigenchannels for free-electron electrodes. The \( i \)th eigenchannel is determined in the entrance (exit) electrode by the linear combination of plane waves given by the \( i \)th column of \( U_{in} (U_{out}) \). A well-defined transmission (eigenvalue of \( t^\dagger t \)) is associated with each of the mutually orthogonal eigenchannels. For an adiabatic confining potential, these are identical to the adiabatic modes, but they are defined for a general potential.

\[
U_{in}^\dagger t^\dagger t U_{in} = \text{diag}(T),
\]

while the unitary matrix \( U_{out} \) is determined by

\[
U_{out} = t U_{in} \text{diag}(1/\sqrt{T}).
\]

An electron starting in the entrance electrode, in a state which is the linear combination of plane waves given by the \( i \)th column \((U_{in})_i\), ends up in the state \((U_{out})_i\), in the exit electrode times \( \sqrt{T} \), according to Eq. (3) (Fig. 1).

We investigated the behavior of Au nanocontacts during elongation and rupture. The interatomic forces in the MD simulations are calculated within the effective-medium theory.\(^{16}\) The details of the results will in general depend on the initial shape and orientation of the contact, elongation speed, etc.\(^{11}\) However, the general behavior is the same: The contact evolves through elastic stages interrupted by mechanical processes and instabilities leading to a plastic yield.\(^{5,7,8,11,19}\) In Fig. 2 we consider a nanocontact cut from a perfect fcc Au crystal oriented in the [111] direction (Fig. 2, inset). Static slabs (in black) attached to the ends of the contact are moved in the simulation, corresponding to an elongation speed of 2 m/s, and the rest of the atoms respond dynamically to this motion. The temperature is kept at 12 K using Langevin dynamics for the atoms next to the static layers.

In order to calculate the conductance, a one-electron potential \( v \) is constructed from the atomic coordinates \( \mathbf{R}_i \) in the following way: The electronic density \( \rho \) is approximated by the sum of free Au-atom electron densities, \( \rho_a \). The potential is then generated using the local-density approximation for exchange and correlation (\( v_{xc} \)). We neglect scattering from the ionic cores, and cut off the generated potential at the band bottom \( (E_B) \) of the electrodes,

\[
\rho(\mathbf{r}) = \sum_i \rho_a(\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{R}_i), \quad v_{ion}(\mathbf{r}) = \sum_i \frac{-Z}{|\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{R}_i|},
\]

\[
v(\mathbf{r}) = \max \left\{ v_{ion}(\mathbf{r}) + \int d\mathbf{r}' \frac{\rho(\mathbf{r}')}{|\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}'|} + v_{xc}[\rho(\mathbf{r})], E_B \right\}.
\]

The electrodes are described by a free-electron model, and are attached to the contact instead of the static atomic layers (Fig. 2, black atoms). The most important part of the potential is near the narrowest part of the contact. The conductance does not depend sensitively on the particular way the joining is made, as long as it is sufficiently smooth. This non-self-consistent potential gives a good description of the corrugation near the boundary, which is essential. The transmission matrix for this potential is calculated numerically using a recursive multichannel method.\(^{18}\)

In Fig. 2 we show the tensile force, conductance, and eigenchannel transmissions obtained from \( t \) during the elongation of the nanocontact. The mechanical instabilities and processes are reflected in abrupt reductions in the force and conductance. It is seen that in the first part of the elongation many channels contribute, with values which are neither very...
close to 0 nor to 1. Even though plateaus occur in the conductance curve, there is no reason for these plateaus to coincide with the quantized values, since the sum of the fractional eigenvalues do not have to be close to 1. The slope of the eigenvalue curves comes from scattering.\textsuperscript{19,20} The eigenchannel transmissions typically decrease with elongation, but a slightly growing eigenchannel transmission can also be seen occasionally.

In the last part of the elongation the conductance is seen to take place in just a few eigenchannels. This is the essence of the quantized conductance in the nanocontact systems. The plateau just below $6 \, G_0$ corresponds to six almost open channels, plus some very small tunneling tails from other channels. The plateau is shifted down due to backscattering. The same is the case for the plateau at $3 \, G_0$. In the end a chain of three atoms connects the electrodes, and a conductance shifted slightly down from $1 \, G_0$ is seen, corresponding to a single open eigenchannel.

The degree of quantization is mainly controlled by the smoothness of the potential at the narrowest point \textsuperscript{~local adiabaticity~}, in agreement with simpler treatments.\textsuperscript{3} For instance, at the point corresponding to the conductance plateau of $3 \, G_0$ we observe a quite smooth potential and a well-defined node structure of the open eigenchannels at the narrowest point (Fig. 3) similar to the locally defined adiabatic channels. However, globally the adiabatic picture breaks down.

In the calculations presented above, the contact is connected to infinitely rigid electrodes. In Ref. 8 a cantilever beam with an effective spring constant of $K_s = 25 \, \text{N/m}$ is applied in order to perform simultaneous measurements of force and conductance. In Fig. 4 we model the effect of the finite stiffness of the experimental setup on the results in Fig. 2, using a spring in series with the contact (Fig. 4, inset). For a given displacement of the bulk electrodes ($z_m$), the elongation of the contact ($z_c$) is determined from the calculated tensile force $F$ by

$$z_m = \frac{F(z_c)}{K_s} + z_c.$$ \textsuperscript{(7)}

We see that the experimental setup in general will influence the conductance curves if the stiffness is comparable to the effective spring constant of the contact. In the elastic stages, the contact is stretched at a lower rate, since the spring is stretched at the same time, and during the mechanical processes the spring-contact system becomes unstable and the contact is suddenly (discontinuously) stretched by a finite amount. While a relatively smooth conductance curve is obtained in Fig. 2 for the stiff setup, a stepped curve with considerably flatter plateaus is seen for the soft setup.

In a recent experiment Scheer et al.\textsuperscript{21} extracted the contribution from individual channels ($T_i$) in the case of superconducting Al nanocontacts. The differences in the behavior of Al compared to the single s valent Au are intriguing. For Al, three channels contribute just before rupture, in accordance with calculations by Lang.\textsuperscript{22} However, almost no degenerate contributions are seen, as expected for a symmetric atomic arrangement due to the $3p_x$ and $3p_y$-derived channels. Thus the experiments indicate a very asymmetric atomic configuration in the case of Al.

In conclusion, we have shown how electronic conductance through small contacts can be analyzed in terms of eigenchannels. The calculations for the Au nanocontacts seem to indicate a transition in the nature of the steps as the contact area is changed. For small contacts, down to a single atom, the conductance at the plateaus comes from a certain

FIG. 3. An atomic configuration corresponding to the plateau at $3 \, G_0$ in Fig. 2. Potential contours (solid lines) in a cross section are shown (the dashed contours are shown to indicate the position of atoms close to the the cross section). Note that vacancies are generated which show up in the potential. Below we show the absolute square of the three most open eigenchannels in a cross section at the narrowest point of the contact.

FIG. 4. A finite stiffness of the experimental setup [modeled by a spring cf. Eq. (7)] change the behavior of the conductance curve in Fig. 2. The spring constant is here taken to be $K_s = 25 \, \text{N/m}$ corresponding to the experiment in Ref. 8.
number of transmission eigenchannels. For larger contacts several partly open channels may contribute to the conductance, even though the conductance curves exhibit a step structure related to the mechanical behavior of the contacts. The transitions between plateaus are determined by the mechanical processes. A finite stiffness of the experimental setup enhances the observation of flat plateaus.
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